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IT-K

INTERPRETING & TRANSLATION - KOREAN
SKILLS LEARNED
Grammar

Listening

Writing

Vocabulary

Speaking

Pronunciation

Leadership

Critical
Thinking

Presentation

Creativity

YOUR GOAL
Learn to interpret and translate with maximum accuracy, and improve your skills in both
English and Korean

ADDITIONAL SKILLS LEARNED
•
•
•
•
•

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

Analytical and research skills
Self direction
Professional integrity
Speech accuracy
Flexibility in thinking

• Interpreter/translator
• Communications manager
• Foreign journalist or correspondent

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

IT-K MODULES

International students must pass the Vancouver International College - Career
Campus Entrance Interview AND provide one of the following:
• a recognized international English language equivalency test score, OR
• a pass on our entrance exam; OR
• show proof of one: TOEFL® iBT 61, TOEIC® 650, IELTS 5.5

1. Health Care
2. Entertainment
3. Business and Economics
4. International Interests
5. International Culture
6. Society
7. Law
8. People

EXIT REQUIREMENTS
70% average upon successful completion of all required program components

PROGRAM LENGTH

VIC CAREER CAMPUS ADVANTAGES

• 8-week Diploma program
• 26.5 hours per week, Monday to Friday
• In class: 1.86 months - 8 weeks - 212 hours

• F
 or individuals who may be pursuing a career in the international business sector or
translator/interpreter professions
• Translation and interpreting activities and assignment
• Insight and deeper understanding of language in social and cultural contexts
• One-on-one counselling to discuss progress and performance
• Instructors with extensive teaching experience in translation and interpretation
• Add weight to your resume for many career or educational purposes
• Optional certificate from International Interpretation Translation Association
• Automatic qualification to write the Interpretation and Translation Test (ITT Exam)
• Free extracurricular lessons to study for the ITT Exam

IT-K was difficult, but useful in that I learned expressions I see a lot in my
daily life. I improved my reading, writing, speaking and listening skills while
simultaneously learning about the fundamentals of interpreting and translation.
I also had a chance to take the Interpretation & Translation Test (ITT exam) after
completing the course. I wrote the exam based on what I learned in class, and
was very happy to receive the news that I passed.”
- Gillian, Koren
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